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COMPLETE METRIC APPROXIMATION PROPERTY FOR
q-ARAKI-WOODS ALGEBRAS
STEPHEN AVSEC, MICHAEL BRANNAN, AND MATEUSZ WASILEWSKI
Abstract. By adapting an ultraproduct technique of Junge and Zeng, we prove that radial
completely bounded multipliers on q-Gaussian algebras transfer to q-Araki-Woods algebras.
As a consequence, we establish the w˚-complete metric approximation property for all q-
Araki-Woods algebras. We apply the latter result to show that the canonical ultraweakly
dense C˚-subalgebras of q-Araki-Woods algebras are always QWEP.
1. Introduction
The study of finite approximation properties has always played a central role in the
structure and classification program for operator algebras. In the amenable setting this
can be seen, for example, in the seminal work of Connes on the classification of injective
factors [Con76] and also in Elliot’s classification program for simple nuclear C˚-algebras
[Tom08]. For non-amenable operator algebras, there are two approximation properties that
arise as weak forms of amenability that stand out: the Haagerup property and the
completely bounded approximation property. These two operator algebraic prop-
erties have their roots in the deep work of Cowling, de Cannie`re and Haagerup on the
completely bounded multipliers of Fourier algebras and group von Neumann algebras (cf.
[Haa79, DCH85, CH89]). In the group context, amenability of a (discrete) group G corre-
sponds to the existence of an approximate identity in the Fourier algebra ApGq consisting of
finitely supported normalised positive definite functions. The Haagerup property arises when
one relaxes the finite support assumption and allows for an approximate unit of normalized
positive definite functions that merely vanish at infinity (cf. [Cho83] for the connection to
group von Neumann algebras). If one instead insists on having a finitely supported approxi-
mate unit for ApGq, but allows for functions of more general type (those uniformly bounded
in the completely bounded Fourier multiplier norm) this results in the fertile and robust
notion of weak amenability (cf. [CH89]). This latter notion has a straightforward gener-
alization to C˚-algebras and von Neumann algebras, yielding the so-called (w˚-)completely
bounded approximation property ((w˚)-CBAP). The situation is a little more subtle when
translating the Haagerup property to arbitrary von Neumann algebras, and this was obtained
only very recently (cf. [CS15] and [OT15] for two different, but equivalent, approaches).
The w˚-CBAP has proved to be a remarkable tool in the study of non-amenable operator
algebras. Indeed, it yields a numerical invariant, called the Cowling-Haagerup constant,
which was used by Cowling and Haagerup [CH89] to distinguish the group von Neumann
algebras arising from lattices in the Lie groups Spp1, nq. Recently, in the breakthrough work
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of Ozawa and Popa (cf. [OP10, Theorem 3.5] and [Oza08]), the w˚-CMAP was shown to be
intimately connected to several remarkable indecomposability results for finite von Neumann
algebras, such as strong solidity, absence of Cartan subalgebras, primeness, and so on.
All the results mentioned about pertain mostly to (semi)finite von Neumann algebras.
However, several recent advancements have been made in the study of type III algebras.
Most notably, the work of Isono [Iso15, Iso17] on the structural theory of non-unimodular
free quantum group factors, as well as Boutonne´t, Houdayer and Vaes’ very recent proof of
strong solidity for Shlyakhtenko’s free Araki-Woods factors [BHV15]. These latter algebras
constitute the very first examples of non-injective strongly solid type III factors. Again, in
the type III setting a key role is played by the w˚-CBAP, which had been established previ-
ously by Houdayer and Ricard [HR11] for free Araki-Woods algebras, and by De Commer,
Yamashita and Freslon in the free quantum group case [DCFY14].
The present paper is concerned with the so-called q-Araki-Woods algebras ΓqpHq, which
were introduced by Hiai in [Hia03]. These (typically type III) von Neumann algebras are
generated by the real parts of certain creation operators acting on a q-deformed Fock space
FqpHq (introduced in [BS91]). ΓqpHq can be viewed as a deformation of a free Araki-Woods
factor depending on a parameter q P p´1, 1q (q “ 0 being the undeformed case). In many
senses the q-Araki-Woods algebras are expected to be structurally very similar to their free,
undeformed cousins. In fact, it is even known that for and dimH ă 8 and |q| ăă 1 ,
ΓqpHq is isomorphic to its free cousin (cf. [Nel15, Theorem 4.5]). However, not so much is
known about these algebras in the whole admissible regime of the parameter q. Let us just
mention some partial results: Very recently, advances were made on the factoriality problem
(cf. [BM16] and [SW16]). In many cases it is also known that q-Araki-Woods algebras are
non-injective (cf. [Nou04]). For both properties there is really one case left open – q-Araki-
Woods algebras built from a two-dimensional Hilbert space H, in which one cannot rely in
any way on techniques used for q-Gaussian algebras, their tracial predecessors. All q-Araki-
Woods algebras are known to be QWEP1 (cf. [Nou06]), and it was only recently shown by
the third named author that these algebras possess the Haagerup approximation property
(cf. [Was16]).
In this paper, our goal is to establish the w˚-CBAP for all q-Araki-Woods algebras. Fol-
lowing Houdayer and Ricard’s lead from the free case [HR11], we approach this problem by
trying to characterize a natural class of completely bounded maps on these algebras, called
radial multipliers, and estimate their norms. The classification problem for radial multi-
pliers appears to be hard even for small values of |q| because the known isomorphism between
a q-Araki-Woods algebra and a free Araki-Woods factor does not carry radial multipliers to
radial multipliers. So even in this setting new techniques are crucial. In [HR11], the authors
used the universal property of the Fock representation of the Toeplitz algebra to translate
the question of computing the completely bounded norm of a radial multiplier on a free-
Araki-Woods factor to an equivalent problem of computing the completely bounded norm
of the same multiplier, viewed now as a radial Fourier multiplier on a free group. In this
latter setting, one has an explicit formula (cf. [HSS10, Theorem 1.2]) involving the trace-
class norm of a Hankel matrix associated with the symbol of the multiplier. In particular,
it follows from this result that the completely bounded norms of radial multipliers on free
Araki-Woods factors do not depend on the type structure of the algebra. In the q-deformed
1A C˚-algebra is QWEP if it is a quotient of a C˚-algebra possessing the weak expectation property.
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setting, we conjecture that the same type-invariance for radial multipliers should hold for all
q-Araki-Woods algebras. Unfortunately, if one tries to mimic the approach of Houdayer and
Ricard in the free case, several major issues arise. One of them is that one has to work now
with the Fock representation of the q-deformed Toeplitz algebras, and it is an interesting
open problem to settle the universality question for the Fock representation here. In this
paper we follow a different route, inspired by transference principles for multipliers. More
precisely, we develop a non-tracial version of an ultraproduct embedding theorem of Junge
and Zeng for mixed q-Gaussian algebras [JZ15]. Our construction (Theorem 3.1) yields a
q-quasi-free state-preserving embedding of an arbitrary ΓqpHq into an ultraproduct of tensor
products of tracial q-Gaussian algebras and other q-Araki-Woods algebras. Using Theorem
3.1, we show that it is possible to transfer radial multipliers on (tracial) q-Gaussian algebras
to arbitrary q-Araki-Woods algebras in such a way that the completely bounded norm does
not increase (Theorem 4.1). Our transference result provides strong evidence towards the
conjecture that radial multipliers on q-Araki-Woods algebras do not depend on the type
structure, and we fully expect (but are unable to prove at this time) that our transference
principle should be isometric and bijective.
In any case, Theorem 4.1 does provide us with some new examples of completely bounded
radial multipliers on q-Araki-Woods algebras. These are the projections onto Wick words of a
given finite length. Upper bounds for the norms of such multipliers were obtained previously
for q-Gaussian algebras by the first named author in [Avs11]. These norm estimates together
with the extended second quantisation functor [Was16] turn out to be exactly what we need
to establish the main result of the paper: the w˚-CBAP for all q-Araki-Woods algebras. In
fact, just as in the free case, we obtain the completely contractive version of this property
(see Section 2 for the relevant definition):
Theorem 1.1. Let ΓqpHq be a q-Araki-Woods algebra. Then ΓqpHq has the w˚-complete
metric approximation property.
As an application of the above result, we are able to answer affirmatively a question left
open by Nou [Nou06, Remark after Theorem 6.3], concerning whether or not the canonical
w˚-dense C˚-subalgebras AqpHq Ď ΓqpHq are always QWEP; see Corollary 5.3. It is our hope
that Theorem 1.1 will lead to a deeper understanding of the structure of q-Araki-Woods
algebras. In particular, we expect this result to be a fundamental tool in the applications of
deformation/rigidity tools to these algebras.
Let us conclude this section with a description of the layout of the main body of the
paper. In Section 2 we introduce the relevant notation and background on operator spaces,
von Neumann ultraproducts, and q-Araki-Woods algebras. In Section 3, we construct our
ultraproduct embedding and apply it in Section 4 to obtain the transference principle for
radial multipliers. Finally, we present the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 5.
Acknowledgements. The authors are grateful to Marius Junge and E´ric Ricard for their
insights and encouragement. Parts of this project were completed during a visit of MW to
Texas A&M University and a visit of MB and MW to L’Universite´ de Caen. The authors
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Some notation. Throughout this paper, inner products on complex Hilbert spaces
are always taken to be conjugate-linear in the left variable. The algebraic tensor product of
two complex vector spaces V,W will always be denoted by V dW , and elementary tensors
in V d W will also be denoted using the symbol d. Given a natural number n P N, we
denote by rns (rns0) the ordered set t1, 2, . . . , nu (t0, 1, 2, . . . , nu). Given n, d P N we will
interchangeably view multi-indices k “ pkp1q, kp2q, . . . , kpdqq P rnsd as functions k : rds Ñ
rns. Given d P N, we denote by Ppdq the lattice of partitions of the ordered set rds, and
by P2pdq Ă Ppdq the subset of pair partitions (i.e., partitions of rds into disjoint subsets
(“blocks”) of size 2). The partial order ď on Ppdq is given by the usual refinement order on
partitions, and given π, σ P Ppdq, we denote by π _ σ P Ppdq the lattice theoretic join of π
and σ with respect to the partial order ď. The number of blocks of a partition σ will be
denoted by |σ|. Finally, given a multi-index k : rds Ñ rns, we denote by ker k P Ppdq the
partition defined by level sets of k: that is, 1 ď r, s ď d belong to the same block of ker k iff
kprq “ kpsq.
2.2. Operator spaces. Some amount of the theory of operator spaces is necessary for our
work; even the statement of the main result uses notions from this field. Recall that an
operator space is a Banach space X endowed with a specific choice of norms on the
matricial spaces MnpXq :“ MndX satisfying the so-called Ruan axioms, ensuring that
it comes from an isometric embedding of X intoBpHq, the C˚-algebra of bounded linear
operators on some Hilbert space H. Given a pair of operator spaces X , Y and a linear map
T : X Ñ Y , the cb norm of T is given by
}T }cb :“ sup
nPN
} IdndT : MndX Ñ MndY }.
If }T }cb ă 8, we say that T is completely bounded (cb). We can now define the ap-
proximation properties that we are interested in. Let X be an operator space. We say
that X possesses the completely bounded approximation property if there exists a
net pΦiqiPI of finite rank completely bounded maps on X such that supiPI }Φi}cb ă 8, and
limiPI }Φipxq ´ x} “ 0 for every x P X . If we can find a net pΦiqiPI such that }Φi}cb ď 1 then
we say that X has the complete metric approximation property. For a dual operator
space X (i.e. X » pX˚q˚ for some operator space X˚), there is a suitable analogue of this
approximation property which takes into account this additional structure. Namely, we say
that X has the w˚-complete metric approximation property if there exists a net pΦiqiPI
of finite rank w˚-continuous completely bounded maps on X such that }Φi}cb ď 1 for each
i P I, and limiPI Φipxq “ x (weak-˚) for every x P X .
We need to discuss two operator space structures associated with a given Hilbert space.
Definition 2.1. Let H be a complex Hilbert space. We define the following operator space
structures on H:
(i) the column Hilbert space structure Hc is given by the identification H » BpC,Hq;
(ii) the row Hilbert space structure Hr is given by the identification H » BpH,Cq.
Remark 2.2. Row (column) Hilbert spaces are homogeneous operator spaces, i.e. any
contraction T : K Ñ H is a complete contraction T : Kr Ñ Hr (T : Kc Ñ Hc) (cf. [ER00,
Theorem 3.4.1 and Proposition 3.4.2]).
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These Hilbertian operator spaces will turn out to be critical for obtaining a right formu-
lation of the non-commutative Khintchine inequalities (cf. Proposition 2.17 in Subsection
2.3).
In the theory of operator spaces there is a variety of different tensor products, analogous
to tensor products of Banach spaces. There is, however, one tensor product that stands out
and does not have a Banach space theoretic counterpart – the Haagerup tensor product.
Definition 2.3. Let X and Y be operator spaces. We define a bilinear map Mn,rpXq ˆ
Mr,npY q Q px, yq ÞÑ x ¨ y P MnpX d Y q to be the bilinear extension of the assignment
pAd x,B d yq ÞÑ pAB, xd yq. For any z P MnpX d Y q we define the norm
}z}h,n :“ inft}x}}y} : z “ x ¨ y, x P Mn,rpXq, y P Mr,npY q, r P Nu.
This sequence of norms on the matricial spaces MnpX d Y q satisfies Ruan’s axioms and
therefore defines an operator space structure on XdY , called the Haagerup tensor prod-
uct. The completions with respect to the norms } ¨ }h,n will be denoted MnpX bh Y q. For
more information on the Haagerup tensor product, consult [ER00, Chapter 9] and [Pis03,
Chapter 5].
Later on we will need the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4 (Proposition 9.3.4 from [ER00]). Let K and H be complex Hilbert spaces.
Then the assignment HdK Q ξ d η ÞÑ |ξyxη| P KpK,Hq (the compact operators) extends to a
complete isometry Hc bh Kr » KpK,Hq.
2.3. q-Araki-Woods algebras. We present here a construction due to Hiai (cf. [Hia03]),
which builds upon previous developments: q-Gaussian algebras of Boz˙ejko and Speicher (cf.
[BKS97]) and free Araki-Woods factors defined by Shlyakhtenko (cf. [Shl97]).
The starting point is a real Hilbert space HR equipped with a continuous one parameter
group of orthogonal transformations pUtqtPR. The extension of pUtqtPR to a unitary group on
HC, the complexification of HR, will be still denoted by pUtqtPR. By Stone’s theorem, there
exists an injective, positive operator A on HC such that Ut “ Ait. On HC we define a new
inner product xξ|ηyU :“ xξ| 2A1`Aηy and denote by H the completion of HC with respect to this
inner product. Note that the norms defined by x¨|¨yU and x¨|¨y coincide on HR. This implies
that I, the complex conjugation on HC, is a closed operator on H with dense domain HC.
Next we form the q-Fock space FqpHq. Since we will have to delve deeper into its structure
later on, we will present the construction here. First, let us fix q P p´1, 1q. For any n we
define P nq : H
dn Ñ Hdn by
(2.1) P nq pe1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d enq “
ÿ
σPSn
qipσqeσp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d eσpnq,
where ipσq :“ |tpi, jq P rns2 : i ă j and σpiq ą σpjqu| is the number of inversions. This oper-
ator is (strictly) positive definite (cf. [BS91, Proposition 1]), so it defines an inner product on
H
dn by xξ|ηyq :“ xξ|P nq ηy; the completion with respect to this inner product will be denoted
by Hbnq . The q-Fock space is defined by the orthogonal direct sum FqpHq :“
À
ně0 H
bn
q . For
our purposes, there are two important sets of operators defined on the q-Fock space. For
any ξ P H we define the q-creation operator a˚q pξq P BpFqpHqq by
a˚q pξqpe1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d enq “ ξ d e1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d en
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and the q-annihilation operator aqpξq “
`
a˚q pξq
˘˚ P BpFqpHqq. It is known (cf. [BKS97,
Remark 1.2]) that
}aqpξq} “ }a˚q pξq} “
! }ξ}, 0 ě q ą ´1
p1´ qq´1{2}ξ} 0 ă q ă 1. pξ P Hq.
We are now ready to define q-Araki-Woods algebras.
Definition 2.5. Let pHR, pUtqtPRq be a real Hilbert space endowed with a one-parameter
group of orthogonal transformations. Let H be the complex Hilbert space obtained as the
completion of HC with respect to x¨|¨yU . For any ξ P HR we define sqpξq P BpFqpHqq by
sqpξq “ a˚q pξq`aqpξq. We define the q-Araki-Woods algebra ΓqpHq to be the von Neumann
algebra generated by the set tsqpξq : ξ P HRu inside BpFqpHqq.
In the special case Ut “ 1 we obtain the q-Gaussian algebras of Boz˙ejko and Speicher and
we will denote them, following the tradition, by ΓqpHRq (cf. [BKS97, Definition 2.1]).
Remark 2.6. Even though we suppress the pair pHR, pUtqtPRq in the notation, we should
remember how the Hilbert space H was constructed.
There is a distinguished vector Ω in FqpHq, called the vacuum vector, which is equal to
1 P C » Hb0q Ă FqpHq. It is not hard to see that Ω is cyclic and separating for ΓqpHq. In
fact, one can verify that the algebraic direct sum
À
ně0H
dn
C
is contained in ΓqpHqΩ. Using
the generator A, one can explicitly identify a big enough subset of the commutant ΓqpHq1 for
which Ω is cyclic (cf. [Shl97, Lemma 3.1]), so Ω is also separating for ΓqpHq. It follows that
the normal state χp¨q “ xΩ| ¨ Ωy is faithful on ΓqpHq (called the q-quasi-free state) and
FqpHq can be identified with the GNS Hilbert space associated with χ. What is more, the
commutant can be identified with the version of our algebra acting on the right, but in this
case not only one has to use right versions of sqpξq but also the real Hilbert space that one
draws the vectors from needs to be changed. We record here for later use the so-calledWick
formula, which describes the joint moments of the generators tsqpξquξPHR with respect to χ.
Theorem 2.7 ([Hia03], [Nou06]). For any d P N and any e1, . . . , ed P HR, we have
χpsqpe1qsqpe2q . . . sqpedqq “
ÿ
σPP2pdq
qιpσq
ź
pr,tqPσ
xer|etyU ,
where ιpσq denotes the number of crossings in the pairing σ P P2pdq, and pr, tq P σ indicates
that 1 ď r ă t ď d are paired together by σ. If d is odd, we interpret the above (empty) sum
as 0.
Since
À
ně0 H
dn
C
Ă ΓqpHqΩ Ă FqpHq, we are allowed to make the following definition.
Definition 2.8. Let ξ PÀně0HdnC . Then there is exactly one operatorW pξq P ΓqpHq, called
the Wick word associated with ξ, such that W pξqΩ “ ξ.
This definition will help us in constructing maps on ΓqpHq from operators on H. Let us
first recall a version of this construction on the level of the q-Fock space (cf. [BKS97, Lemma
1.4]).
Definition 2.9. Let T : K Ñ H be a contraction between complex Hilbert spaces. Then the
assignment
FqpT qpe1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d enq “ Te1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d Ten
extends to a contraction FqpT q : FqpKq Ñ FqpHq, called the first quantisation of T .
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On the level of the von Neumann algebra ΓqpHq it is tempting to extend the assignment
W pe1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b enq ÞÑW pTe1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tenq
to a nice map on ΓqpHq. It turns out that under a mild additional assumption on T the
extension exists and is a normal, unital, completely positive2 map. The next proposition
is an extension of Theorem 2.11 from [BKS97], which is an analogous result for q-Gaussian
algebras.
Proposition 2.10 ( [Was16, Theorem 3.4] ). Let pKR, pVtqtPRq and pHR, pUtqtPRq be real
Hilbert spaces equipped with respective one-parameter orthogonal groups. Construct out of
them complex Hilbert spaces K and H. Suppose that T : K Ñ H is a contraction such that
T pKRq Ă HR (a condition written more succinctly in the form ITJ “ T , where J and I are
complex conjugations on KC and HC, respectively). Then the assignment W pe1b ¨ ¨ ¨b enq ÞÑ
W pTe1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Tenq extends to a normal ucp map ΓqpT q : ΓqpKq Ñ ΓqpHq that preserves the
vacuum state. The maps ΓqpT q is called the second quantisation of T .
Remark 2.11. The analogous result in the free case (i.e. q “ 0) was crucial in the proof of
the w˚-complete metric approximation property for the free Araki-Woods factors in [HR11].
2.4. Wick formula and Nou’s non-commutative Khintchine inequality. To fulfill
the purpose of this paper, that is to prove the w˚-complete metric approximation property
for the q-Araki-Woods algebras, we need to expand our knowledge of the Wick words. Let
us start with the celebrated Wick formula. The proof of the following result can be found in
[BKS97, Proposition 2.7] in the tracial case. The general case follows along the same lines.
See also [HR11, Lemma 3.2].
Proposition 2.12 (Wick formula). Suppose that e1, . . . , en P HC. Then
(2.2)
W pe1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d enq “
nÿ
k“0
ÿ
i1,...,in´k,jn´k`1,...,jn
a˚q pei1q . . . a˚q pein´kqaqpIejn´k`1q . . . aqpIejnqqipI1,I2q,
where I1 “ ti1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă in´ku and I2 “ tjn´k`1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jnu form a partition of the set rns
and ipI1, I2q “
řn´k
l“1 pil ´ lq is the number of inversion of the permutation defined by I1 and
I2. In particular, we have W peq “ sqpeq for any e P HR.
We will be concerned with the subspaces Γnq pHq of ΓqpHq spanned by the sets tW pξq :
ξ P Hdn
C
u; elements of these subspaces will be called Wick words of length n. We will also
denote by rΓqpHq Ď ΓqpHq the (non-closed) linear span of `Γnq pHq˘nPN0 . Note that rΓqpHq
is a w˚-dense ˚-subalgebra of ΓqpHq, called the algebra of Wick words. Note that if ξ “
e1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d en, where e1, . . . , en P HR then W pξq ´ sqpe1q . . . sqpenq is a sum of Wick words
of length strictly smaller than n, so inductively one can show that rΓqpHq is the same as
the ˚-algebra generated by tsqpξq : ξ P HRu. Let now peiqiPI be a fixed orthonormal basis
for HR. Then the algebra of Wick words rΓqpHq is ˚-isomorphic to the ˚-algebra of non-
commutative polynomials CxpXiqiPI | Xi “ X˚i y. The isomorphism in this case is given by
Xi ÞÑ sqpeiq “W peiq. See [Nou06, Remark after Lemma 3.2] for details. At times we will also
need to consider the C˚-completion AqpHq of rΓqpHq. The most important part of the proof of
2From now on “unital, completely positive” will be abbreviated to ucp.
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the main theorem is providing an estimate (which must grow at most polynomially in n) for
the cb norm of the projection from rΓqpHq onto Γnq pHq. Therefore we need to understand the
operator space structure of these spaces. This will be acccomplished by reformulating the
Wick formula so that it is more amenable to operator space theoretic techniques, following
Nou’s lead (cf. [Nou04]). We first define some relevant maps.
Definition 2.13. Let H be a complex Hilbert space coming from a pair pHR, pUtqtPRq. We
define maps I, U and S on the algebraic direct sum
À
ně0 H
dn
C
by
(i) Ipe1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d enq :“ Ie1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d Ien;
(ii) Upe1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d enq “ en d ¨ ¨ ¨ d e1;
(iii) S “ IU .
The antilinear map I is a natural extension of the complex conjugation on HC, thereby it
should be really viewed as a closed linear operator from FqpHq to FqpHq mapping e1b¨ ¨ ¨ben
to Ie1b ¨ ¨ ¨b Ien. The flip map U actually extends to a unitary on FqpHq. The last map, S,
is a conjugation relevant to the Tomita-Takesaki theory. For future reference, let us point
out that the modular automorphism group pσtqtPR associated to the q-quasi-free state χ was
computed in [Shl97, Hia03], and is given by
σtpsqpξqq “ sqpU´tξq “ sqpA´itξq pξ P HCq.
We still need two more maps for our reformulation of the Wick formula.
Definition 2.14. Fix k P N0 and n P N such that 0 ď k ď n. We define the map
R˚n,k : H
bn
q Ñ Hbpn´kqq bh Hbkq by specifying its values on a dense subspace:
R˚n,kpe1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d enq :“
ÿ
i1,...,in´k,jn´k`1,...,jn
qipI1,I2qpei1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ein´kq bh pejn´k`1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ejnq.
We also define Un,k :
´
H
bpn´kq
q
¯
c
bh
´
H
bk
q
¯
r
Ñ BpFqpHqq by
Un,kppe1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d en´kq bh pen´k`1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d enqq :“ a˚q pe1q . . . a˚q pen´kqaqpen´k`1q . . . aqpenq.
Remark 2.15. Nou proved (cf. [Nou04, Lemma 4 and Corollary 1]) that }Un,k}cb ď Cpqq,
where Cpqq “ś8n“1p1´ qnq´1. This constant Cpqq will appear throughout the paper.
We are now ready to state the reformulated Wick formula and the corresponding Khint-
chine inequality.
Proposition 2.16. For any ξ P Hdn
C
we have W pξq “ řnk“0 Un,kp1n´k d IqR˚n,kpξq, where
1n´k is the identity map on H
dpn´kq
C
.
Corollary 2.17 ([Nou04, Theorem 3]). Let K be a Hilbert space. If ξ P BpKq d Hdn
C
then
max
0ďkďn
} `Iddp1n´k d IqR˚n,k˘ pξq} ď }pIddW qpξq}(2.3)
}pIddW qpξq} ď Cpqqpn` 1q max
0ďkďn
} `Iddp1n´k d IqR˚n,k˘ pξq}.(2.4)
The norm }pIddW qpξq} is computed in BpKqbmin ΓqpHq, and the other norms are computed
in BpKq bmin
´
H
bpn´kq
q
¯
c
bh
´
H
bk
q
¯
r
.
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Proof. Inequality (2.4) follows from the Wick formula, complete boundedness of Un,k and
the triangle inequality, as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [Nou04]. The proof of (2.3) is also a
repetition of the argument in Nou’s paper. 
2.5. Radial multipliers on q-Araki-Woods algebras. In this paper, we will be primarily
interested in a special class of completely bounded linear maps on q-Araki-Woods algebras,
called radial multipliers. In the following, we fix an arbitrary q-Araki-Woods algebra ΓqpHq.
Definition 2.18. Let ϕ : N0 Ñ C be a bounded function. The (w˚-densely defined) linear
map mϕ : rΓqpHq Ñ rΓqpHq given by
mϕpW pξqq “ ϕpmqW pξq pξ P pHCqdmq
is called the radial multiplier with symbol ϕ. If mϕ extends to a completely bounded map
mϕ : AqpHq Ñ AqpHq, we call mϕ a completely bounded radial multiplier on ΓqpHq.
Remark 2.19. It is an easy exercise to see that completely bounded radial multipliers mϕ
automatically extend (uniquely) to normal maps on ΓqpHq “ AqpHq2 with the same cb norm
(cf. [HR11, Lemma 3.4]). It comes from the fact that one can work on the level of the
predual of ΓqpHq and there the subspace generated by AqpHq is norm-dense.
In the course of the proof of the complete metric approximation property for q-Araki-
Woods algebras we will need the following result obtained by the first-named author.
Theorem 2.20 ([Avs11, Proposition 3.3 and the remark following it]). Let HR be a real
Hilbert space and let ΓqpHRq be the q-Gaussian algebra associated with it. Fix n P N and and
consider the radial multiplier mϕ associated to the Kronecker delta symbol ϕnpkq “ δnpkq “
δn,k. Then mϕ is a cb radial multiplier and corresponds to the projection Pn of ΓqpHRq onto
the ultraweakly closed span of tW pξq : ξ P Hdnu. Moreover, we have }mϕn}cb ď Cpqq2pn`1q2.
2.6. Ultraproducts of von Neumann algebras. In this subsection we will mostly follow
[AH14]. Ultraproducts of von Neumann algebras are very useful, e.g. in the study of central
sequences in connection with property Γ. The original construction was applicable only in
the case of tracial algebras. The main difference in the type III case is that there are two
different notions of ultraproducts, each havings its own virtues.
We start with a definition due to Ocneanu [Ocn85], which is closer to the ultraproduct
of tracial von Neumann algebras. We fix a sequence pMn, ϕnqnPN of von Neumann algebras
equipped with normal faithful states, and a non-principal ultrafilter ω on N. Recall that if
all the states were tracial, the ultraproduct would be defined as the direct product
ℓ8pN,Mnq :“ tpxnq P
ź
nPN
Mn : sup
nPN
}xn} ă 8u
quotiented by the ideal of L2-null sequences, i.e. sequences pxnq P ℓ8pN,Mnq such that
limnÑω ϕnpx˚nxnq “ 0. The problem in the non-tracial case is that this subspace is just a left
ideal and there is no reason why we should prefer limnÑω ϕnpx˚nxnq to limnÑω ϕpxnx˚nq. This
little nuisance can be taken care of by defining }x}#ϕ :“ pϕpx˚x` xx˚qq
1
2 and working with
the condition limnÑω }xn}#ϕn “ 0 instead. This, unfortunately, gives rise to another problem
– the subspace
IωpMn, ϕnq :“ tpxnq P ℓ8pN,Mnq : lim
nÑω
}xn}#ϕn “ 0u
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is still not an ideal. We need to find the largest subalgebra inside ℓ8pN,Mnq in which
IωpMn, ϕnq is an ideal. This leads us to the next definition.
Definition 2.21. Let pMn, ϕnq be a sequence of von Neumann algebras equipped with normal
faithful states. Define
MωpMn, ϕnq :“ tpxnqnPN P ℓ8pN,Mnq : pxnqIω Ă Iω, Iωpxnq Ă Iωu.
Then MωpMn, ϕnq is a C˚-algebra in which IωpMn, ϕnq is a closed ideal. Therefore we can
form the quotient
pMn, ϕnqω :“ MωpMn, ϕnq{IωpMn, ϕnq
which is, a priori, a C˚-algebra but actually turns out to be a von Neumann algebra (cf.
[Ocn85, Proposition on page 32]), called the Ocneanu ultraproduct of the sequence
pMn, ϕnqnPN. The image of a sequence pxnqnPN P MωpMn, ϕnq in the quotient algebra
pMn, ϕnqω will be denoted by pxnqω.
Remark 2.22. The ultraproduct state pϕnqωppxnqωq :“ limnÑω ϕnpxnq is a normal faithful
state on pMn, ϕnqω.
Despite being a natural generalisation of the tracial ultraproduct, the Ocneanu ultraprod-
uct suffers from being inadequate for the purpose of non-commutative integration. One
particular problem is that the Banach space ultraproduct of preduals is usually bigger than
the predual of the Ocneanu ultraproduct.
There is a different construction that, as shown in [Ray02], interacts nicely with ultra-
products of non-commutative Lp-spaces. Once again, we start from a sequence pMn, ϕnqnPN
of von Neumann algebras endowed with normal faithful states. Using the GNS construction,
we view Mn Ă BpHnq. Let pMnqω denote the Banach space ultraproduct of the sequence
pMnqnPN, which is a C˚-algebra. Let pHnqω be the ultraproduct of the corresponding GNS
Hilbert spaces. Then we can view pMnqω as acting on pHnqω via
(2.5) pxnqωpξnqω :“ pxnξnqω.
It is not hard to see that this is well defined (by the joint continuity of the map BpHq ˆH Q
px, ξq ÞÑ xξ P H).
Definition 2.23. Let pMn, ϕnqnPN be a sequence of von Neumann algebras equipped with
normal faithful states, represented faithfully on the GNS Hilbert spaces, i.e. Mn Ă BpHnq.
The Raynaud ultraproduct is defined as the weak closure inside BppHnqωq of the image
of the natural diagonal representation (2.5) of the C˚-ultraproduct pMnqω on pHnqω; it is
denoted by
śωpMn, ϕnq.
Remark 2.24. The ultraproduct state on the Raynaud ultraproduct, which is a vector state
induced by the ultraproduct of the cyclic vectors for the GNS representations of algebras
Mn, denoted by pϕnqω, is generally not faithful.
There is a nice relationship between the two constructions which is summarised in the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.25 ([AH14, Theorem 3.7]). Let pMn, ϕnqnPN be a sequence of von Neumann
algebras equipped with normal faithful states. Let Hn :“ L2pMn, ϕnq be the GNS-Hilbert
space associated with the state ϕn on Mn, so we have
śωpMn, ϕnq Ă BppHnqωq. Let Mω :“
10
pMn, ϕnqω and ϕω :“ pϕnqω. Define a map w : L2pMω, ϕωq ãÑ pHnqω from the GNS-Hilbert
space of pMω, ϕωq given by
w ppxnqωpξϕωqq :“ pxnξϕnqω,
where ξ (with an appropriate subscript) is the cyclic vector coming from the GNS construc-
tion. Then w is an isometry and w˚ pśωpMn, ϕnqqw “ Mω.
Remark 2.26. Let p be the support projection of the ultraproduct state pϕnqω on the
Raynaud ultraproduct
śωpMn, ϕnq. Then Mω is ˚-isomorphic to the corner p pśωpMn, ϕnqq p
of the Raynaud ultraproduct (cf. [AH14, Proposition 3.15]).
We would now like to describe a useful theorem from [Nou06] concerning embeddings into
ultraproducts.
Theorem 2.27 ([Nou06, Theorem 4.3]). Let pN, ψq and pMn, ϕnqnPN be von Neumann alge-
bras equipped with normal faithful states. Let ω be a non-principal ultrafilter on N and letśωpMn, ϕnq be the Raynaud ultraproduct. Let pσnt qtPR denote the modular group of ϕn. Let
p PśωpMn, ϕnq denote the support of the ultraproduct state pϕnqω. Suppose that rN Ă N is a
weak˚-dense ˚-subalgebra of N and we are given a ˚-homomorphism
Φ: rN Ñ ωźpMn, ϕnq.
Assume that Φ satisfies the following conditions:
(i) It is state preserving, i.e. pϕnqω pΦpxqq “ ψpxq for any x P rN;
(ii) For any x P ΦprNq there is a representative pxnqnPN P ℓ8pN,Mnq such that xn is analytic
for pσnt qtPR and the sequence pσn´ipxnqqnPN is bounded (cf. [Nou06, Lemma 4.1]).
(iii) For all t P R and for all y “ pynqω P ΦprNq, irrespective of the choice of the representative
pynqnPN P ℓ8pN,Mnq, we have
ppσnt pynqqωp P pBp,
where B is the w˚-closure of ΦprNq.
Then the map Θ :“ pΦp : rN Ñ p pśωpMn, ϕnqq p is a state-preserving ˚-homomorphism
that can be extended to a normal ˚-isomorphism from N onto pBp. Moreover, there exists a
normal, state-preserving conditional expectation from
śωpMn, ϕnq onto ΘpNq.
Remark 2.28. From the Remark following Theorem 2.25 we deduce that the image of Θ is
actually contained in an isomorphic copy of Ocneanu ultraproduct.
This theorem will be our most important ally in the next section of the paper. We
will exploit the fact that it connects nicely the Ocneanu ultraproduct and the Raynaud
ultraproduct, allowing us to resort to whichever one we prefer; both will be useful for us.
We end this section with a simple remark strengthening the connection between Theorem
2.27 and the Ocneanu ultraproduct. Suppose that pxnqnPN P ℓ8pN,Mnq is a representative of
an element x P pMnqω such that the sequence pσn´ipxnqqnPN is bounded. Then the sequence
pxnqnPN belongs to MωpMn, ϕnq, so it defines an element of the Ocneanu ultraproduct. In-
deed, suppose that pynq P IωpMn, ϕnq. We would like to check that limnÑω }xnyn}#ϕn “ 0. It
boils down to checking that limnÑω ϕnpy˚nx˚nxnynq “ 0 and limnÑω ϕnpxnyny˚nx˚nq “ 0. The
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first equality is easy to verify because y˚nx
˚
nxnyn ď }xn}2y˚nyn and the sequence pxnqnPN is
bounded. For the second one we will use the KMS condition:
ϕnpxnyny˚nx˚nq “ ϕnpyny˚nx˚nσn´ipxnqq.
Note that zn :“ x˚nσn´ipxnq is a bounded sequence. If we denote un “
?
yny˚n then we have
to bound ϕpu2nynq. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we get
|ϕnpunpunznqq ď ϕnpu2nqϕnpz˚nu2nznq.
By assumption we have limnÑω ϕnpu2nq “ limnÑω ϕnpyny˚nq “ 0. The second term can be
bounded above by the norm }z˚nu2nzn} that is bounded, so the product converges to zero.
3. An ultraproduct embedding for q-Araki-Woods algebras
In this section we prove a result which shows that an arbitary q-Araki-Woods algebra
embeds in a state preserving way into an ultraproduct of tensor products of q-Gaussian
algebras and q-Araki-Woods algebras. This result will be key to our establishment of a
transference principle for completely bounded radial multipliers in the following section.
We begin with some notation. Let ΓqpHq be a fixed q-Araki-Woods algebra for some
q P p´1, 1q, and write q “ q0q1 for some |q| ă q0 ă 1. For any m P N, we let Γq0pRmq be a
q-Gaussian algebra and Γq1pH b Cmq be a q-Araki-Woods algebra, where the inner product
on H b Cm is the tensor product of the given deformed inner product on H and the non-
deformed one on Cm. In other words, if pUtqt ñ HR is the orthogonal group associated to
ΓqpHq, then pUtb1qt ñ HRbRm is the orthogonal group associated to Γq1pHbCmq. Denote
by χ, χ0,m and χ1,m the q-quasi-free states on ΓqpHq,Γq0pRmq and Γq1pHbCmq, respectively.
For each m, fix an orthonormal basis pe1, . . . , emq of Rm and define
umpξq :“ 1?
m
mÿ
k“1
W pekq bW pξ d ekq P Γq0pRmqbΓq1pHb Cmq pξ P HCq.
Finally, we fix a non-principal ultrafilter ω on N, form the corresponding (Raynaud) ultra-
product
A “
ωź´
Γq0pRmqbΓq1pHb Cmq, χ0,m b χ1,m
¯
,
and let p P A be the support of the ultraproduct state pχ0,m b χ1,mqω.
With the above notation fixed, we can now state our embedding result.
Theorem 3.1. (1) The mapping
W pξq ÞÑ pumpξqqω P A pξ P HCq
extends uniquely to a state-preserving ˚-homomorphism πω : prΓqpHq, χq Ñ pA, pχ0,mb
χ1,mqωq.
(2) The map Θ :“ pπωp¨qp : rΓqpHq Ñ pAp extends to a normal state-preserving ˚-
isomorphism
Θ : ΓqpHq Ñ ΘpΓqpHqq Ď pAp.
Moreover, ΘpΓqpHqq is the range of a normal state-preserving conditional expectation
E : AÑ ΘpΓqpHqq.
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Proof. (1). Recall that the algebra of Wick words is ˚-isomorphic to the ˚-algebra of non-
commutative polynomials, so any ˚-homomorphism πω : rΓqpHq Ñ A is uniquely determined
by specifying the images pπωpW peiqqqiPI Ă A. Thus to conclude that the claimed πω exists
and is well-defined, we just need to check that each sequence pumpξqqmPN (ξ P HC) is norm-
bounded and hence defines an element pumpξqqω P A. To this end, we apply (the n “ 1
version of) Corollary 2.17 with coefficients W pξ d ekq P BpKq “ BpFq1pH b Cmqq (see also
[Nou04, Page 17]) to conclude that
}umpξq} ď 2p1´ q0q´12 m´12 max
!››› mÿ
k“1
W pξ d ekq˚W pξ d ekq
››› 12 , ››› mÿ
k“1
W pξ d ekqW pξ d ekq˚
››› 12)
ď 2p1´ q0q´12 }W pξ d e1q}.
Finally we check that πω is state-preserving. By linearity, it suffices to show that for any
d P N and ξ1, . . . , ξd P HR, we have
lim
mÑ8
pχ0,m b χ1,mq
`
umpξ1q ¨ . . . ¨ umpξdq
˘ “ χpW pξ1q ¨ . . . ¨W pξdqq.
Fixing m and considering the terms on the left-hand side above, we have
pχ0,m b χ1,mq
`
umpξ1q ¨ . . . ¨ umpξdq
˘
“ m´d{2
ÿ
k:rdsÑrms
χ0,mpW pekp1qq ¨ . . . ¨W pekpdqqqχ1,mpW pξ1 d ekp1qq ¨ . . . ¨W pξd d ekpdqqq
“ m´d{2
ÿ
k:rdsÑrms
´ ÿ
σPP2pdq
ker kěσ
q
ιpσq
0
¯´ ÿ
σ1PP2pdq
q
ιpσ1q
1
ź
pr,tqPσ1
xξr d ekprq|ξt d ekptqyU
¯
“ m´d{2
ÿ
k:rdsÑrms
´ ÿ
σPP2pdq
ker kěσ
q
ιpσq
0
¯´ ÿ
σ1PP2pdq
ker kěσ1
q
ιpσ1q
1
ź
pr,tqPσ1
xξr|ξtyU
¯
“
ÿ
σ,σ1PP2pdq
q
ιpσq
0 q
ιpσ1q
1
ź
pr,tqPσ1
xξr|ξtyU
ÿ
k:rdsÑrms
ker kěσ,ker kěσ1
m´d{2
“
ÿ
σ,σ1PP2pdq
q
ιpσq
0 q
ιpσ1q
1
ź
pr,tqPσ1
xξr|ξtyUm´d{2`|σ_σ1|.
Since
lim
mÑ8
m´d{2`|σ_σ
1 | “ δσ,σ1 pσ, σ1 P P2pdqq,
we conclude that
lim
mÑ8
pχ0,m b χ1,mq
`
umpξ1q ¨ . . . ¨ umpξdq
˘ “ ÿ
σPP2pdq
qιpσq
ź
pr,tqPσ
xξr|ξtyU “ χpW pξ1q ¨ . . . ¨W pξdqq.
(2). To exhibit the desired properties of Θ :“ pπωp¨qp, we will verify conditions (i)–
(iii) in Theorem 2.27 for the ˚-homomorphism πω. (i) follows immediately from part (1)
of the present theorem. For (ii), we note that by linearity and multiplicativity of πω, it
suffices to check condition (ii) on the generators πωpW pξqq “ pumpξqqω, pξ P HCq. How-
ever, there is a minor issue here coming from the fact that for arbitrary ξ P HC, there
is no reason to expect elements umpξq P Γq0pRmqbΓq1pH b Cmq to even be analytic, let
alone the sequence pσ´ipumpξqqqmPN be uniformly bounded. To overcome this issue, put
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H
an
C
“ Ťλą1 1rλ´1,λspAqHC, where 1rλ´1,λspAq denotes the spectral projection of the analytic
generator A corresponding to the interval rλ´1, λs. Following [BH16, Theorem 3.1], we see
that Han
C
Ă HC is a dense linear subspace such that IHanC “ HanC . Moreover, for each ξ P HanC ,
we have that ξ (respectively W pξq) is analytic for the action of the unitary group Ut “ Ait
(respectively the modular automorphism group σt), and
σzW pξq “ W pA´izξq pz P Cq.
In our present setting, we shall restrict the domain of πω to the ˚-subalgebra rΓqpHqan ĂrΓqpHq, consisting of linear combinations of Wick words of the form W pξq with ξ P pHanC qdn,
pn P N0q. Since rΓqpHqan is still w˚-dense in ΓqpHq and is generated by pW pξqqξPHan
C
, we
just have to show that the equivalence class representative pumpξqqmPN for πωpW pξqq satisfies
condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1 for each ξ P Han
C
. To this end, note that on Γq0pRmqbΓq1pHb
Cmq, we have
σmt “ idΓq0 pRmqbσ
Γq1 pHbC
mq
t & σ
Γq1 pHbC
mq
t pW pξdeqq “W pA´itξdeq pξ P HC, e P Cmq.
It follows from these identities that if ξ P Han
C
and e P Cm, then elements W pξdeq and umpξq
are analytic for their respective modular groups and
σmz pumpξqq “
´ 1?
m
mÿ
k“1
W pekq b σΓq1 pHbC
mq
z W pξ d ekq
¯
“ 1?
m
mÿ
k“1
W pekq bW pA´izξ d ekq “ umpA´izξq, pz P Cq.
The uniform boundedness of the sequence pσm´iumpξqqmPN now follows along the same lines
as that of pumpξqqmPN:
sup
m
}σm´iumpξq} “ sup
m
}umpA´1ξq} ď 2p1´ q0q´12 }W pA´1ξ d e1q}.
For (iii), it again suffices by linearity and multiplicativity to verify that for all πωpW pξqq “
pumpξqqω, (ξ P HC),
pppσmt pumpξqqqωqp P pBp,
where B is the w˚-closure of πωprΓqpHqq in A. But this last point is obvious, because by the
previous computation, σmt pumpξqq “ umpA´itξq for all m, giving
pppσmt pumpξqqqωqp “ pppumpA´itξqqωqp “ pπωpW pA´itξqqp P pBp.

4. Transferring radial multipliers
The main aim of this section is to use the ultraproduct embedding result (Theorem 3.1)
of the previous section to establish the following transference result for radial multipliers on
q-Araki-Woods algebras. In what follows, we freely use the notation of the previous sections.
Theorem 4.1. Let ϕ : N Ñ C be a function such that the associated radial multipliers
mϕ : ΓqpRmq Ñ ΓqpRmq have completely bounded norms uniformly bounded in m. Then the
radial multiplier defined by ϕ on any q-Araki-Woods algebra ΓqpHq is completely bounded and
}mϕ : ΓqpHq Ñ ΓqpHq}cb ď sup
mPN
}mϕ : ΓqpRmq Ñ ΓqpRmq}cb “ }mϕ : Γqpℓ2,Rq Ñ Γqpℓ2,Rq}cb.
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The main technical tool in establishing Theorem 4.1 is the following intertwining-type
property for projections onto Wick words of a given length with respect to the ultraproduct
embedding given by Theorem 3.1
Theorem 4.2. Let ΓqpHq be a q-Araki-Woods algebra. Let Pn : ΓqpHq Ñ ΓqpHq be the pro-
jection onto the ultraweakly closed span of tW pξq : ξ P Hdn
C
u. Then, using the notation from
Theorem 3.1, we have
Θ ˝ Pn “ ppPn b Idqωp ˝Θ.(4.1)
There are two things that have to be verified in Theorem 4.2. The first one, which is a
routine check, is to prove that pPn b Idqω (and therefore also the composition ppPn b Idqωp)
is a well-defined map on the (Raynaud) ultraproduct A. Using Theorem 2.20, we can show
that pPnb Idqω is well defined on the C˚-ultraproduct rA Ă A. To conclude, we have to verify
that it extends to a normal map on A. Since we are dealing with the Raynaud ultraproduct,
the predual of our ultraproduct is equal to the Banach space ultraproduct of preduals. On
each level we can take the predual map of pPn b IdqmPN and use this sequence to obtain a
map Ψ on the ultraproduct of L1-spaces, the predual of the ultraproduct. The dual of Ψ
coincides with pPn b Idqω on the C˚-ultraproduct, hence it is its unique normal extension.
A similar argument is presented, for instance, in [HR11, Lemma 3.4].
The second step in proving Theorem 4.2 is to understand the images of Wick words under
the ˚-homomorphism πω : rΓqpHq Ñ A. To accomplish this, for any d P N and ξ1, . . . , ξd P HC,
we define elements W spξ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ξdq P A by setting
W spξ1d¨ ¨ ¨dξdq :“
¨˚
˚˝m´ d2 ÿ
k : rdsÑrms
injective
W pekp1qq . . .W pekpdqq bW pξ1 d ekp1qq . . .W pξd d ekpdqq
‹˛‹‚
ω
.
Because we are summing over distinct indices, the vectors ekp1q, . . . , ekpdq are pairwise or-
thogonal, so W pekp1qq . . .W pekpdqq “ W pekp1q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ekpdqq. One can then use the Khintchine
inequality (Corollary 2.17) to prove that the sequence defining W spξ1d¨ ¨ ¨d ξdq is uniformly
bounded, hence defines a legitimate element of the ultraproduct. We will not give more de-
tails here because in the next proposition we show that πωpW pξ1d¨ ¨ ¨dξdqq “ W spξ1d¨ ¨ ¨dξdq,
so it definitely is an element of the ultraproduct.
Theorem 4.3. Let ξ1, . . . , ξd P HC. Let πω be as in Theorem 3.1. Then πωpW pξ1d¨ ¨ ¨dξdqq “
W spξ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ξdq.
Proof. We proceed by induction on d P N0. The base cases d “ 0, 1 are obvious from the
definitions. Now assume that the claimed formula is true for all lengths 0 ď d1 ď d, and
consider the d ` 1 case. Fix ξ0, ξ1, . . . , ξd P HC. It then follows from Proposition 2.12 that
the following relation holds.
W pξ0 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ξdq “ W pξ0qW pξ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ξdq ´
dÿ
l“1
ql´1xIξ0|ξlyUW pξ1 d . . .d pξl d . . .d ξdq,
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where, as usual, pξl means that the tensor factor ξl is deleted from the simple tensor under
consideration. Applying πω to this relation and using our induction hypothesis, we have
(4.2)
πωpW pξ0d . . .d ξdqq “W spξ0qW spξ1d . . .d ξdq´
dÿ
l“1
ql´1xIξ0|ξlyUW spξ1d . . .d pξld . . .d ξdq.
Next, we expand the first term on the right-hand side in the above equation:
W spξ0qW spξ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ξdq
“
¨˝
m´
1
2
mÿ
kp0q“1
W pekp0qq bW pξ0 d ekp0qq‚˛
ω
ˆ
¨˚
˚˝m´ d2 ÿ
k : rdsÑrms
injective
W pekp1qq . . .W pekpdqq bW pξ1 d ekp1qq . . .W pξd d ekpdqq
‹˛‹‚
ω
“
¨˚
˚˝m´ d`12 ÿ
k : rds0Ñrms
injective
W pekp0qq . . .W pekpdqq bW pξ0 d ekp0qq . . .W pξd d ekpdqq
‹˛‹‚
ω
`
¨˚
˚˝˚˚
m´
d`1
2
mÿ
kp0q“1
dÿ
l“1
ÿ
k : rdsÑrms
injective
kplq“kp0q
W pekp0qq . . .W pekpdqq bW pξ0 d ekp0qq . . .W pξd d ekpdqq
‹˛‹‹‹‚
ω
“W spξ0 d ξ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ξdq pthis is the first term in the preceding sumq
`
dÿ
l“1
¨˚
˚˝˚˚
m´
d`1
2
mÿ
kp0q“1
ÿ
k : rdsÑrms
injective
kplq“kp0q
W pekp0qq . . .W pekpdqq bW pξ0 d ekp0qq . . .W pξd d ekpdqq
‹˛‹‹‹‚
ω
.
The first term is already a part of what we wanted, but we also have to deal with the second
term. Note that for kp0q “ kplq and kp1q ‰ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‰ kpdq we have
(4.3) W pekp0qq . . .W pekpdqq “ W pekp0q d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ekpdqq ` ql´10 W pekp0qq . . . {W pekplqq . . .W pekpdqq
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and
W pξ0 d ekp0qq . . .W pξd d ekpdqqq(4.4)
“W ppξ0 d ekp0qq d ¨ ¨ ¨ d pξd d ekpdqqq
` xIξ0 d ekp0q|ξl d ekplqyUql´11 W pξ0 d ekp0qq . . . {W pξl d ekplqq . . .W pξd d ekpdqq
“W ppξ0 d ekp0qq d ¨ ¨ ¨ d pξd d ekpdqqq
` xIξ0|ξlyUql´11 W pξ0 d ekp0qq . . . {W pξl d ekplqq . . .W pξd d ekpdqq.
Indeed, if pv1, . . . , vnq Ď HC is a family of orthogonal vectors thenW pv1q . . .W pvnq “W pv1d
¨ ¨ ¨ d vnq, as we remarked earlier. In our case we have a sequence pw, v1, . . . , vdq, where Iw
is orthogonal to all vectors vj for j ‰ l, so we get
W pwqW pv1q . . .W pvdqΩ “ pa˚pwq ` apIwqqv1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vd
“ w d v1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vd ` apIwqpv1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vdq
“ w d v1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vd ` ql´11 xIw|vlyUv1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d pvl d ¨ ¨ ¨ d vd,
hence the formula above. Tensoring W pekp0qq . . .W pekpdqq with W pξ0d ekp0qq . . .W pξdd ekpdqq
(keeping in mind that q0q1 “ q) gives us four terms, one of which is
ql´1xIξ0|ξlyUW pekp1qq . . . {W pekplqq . . .W pekpdqqbW pξ0dekp0qq . . . {W pξl d ekplqq . . .W pξddekpdqq
and we will deal with the three other terms later. To these expressions we need to apply the
sum
řd
l“1m
´ d`1
2
řm
kp0q“1
ř
k : rdsÑrms
injective
kplq“kp0q
. Since kplq and kp0q are omitted, we can forget about
the condition kplq “ kp0q and perform the sum over kp0q immediately, resulting in a sumřd
l“1m
´ d´1
2
ř
k : rdsztluÑrms. Without the sum over l, this is the sum over d´1 distinct indices
appearing in the definition of W s, so we get the sum
dÿ
l“1
ql´1xIξ0|ξlyUW spξ0 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d pξl d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ξdq.
To sum up, we have checked so far that
W spξ0qW spξ1d¨ ¨ ¨d ξdq “W spξ0d¨ ¨ ¨d ξdq`
dÿ
l“1
ql´1xIξ0|ξlyUW spξ0d¨ ¨ ¨d pξld¨ ¨ ¨d ξdq`R,
where R is the “remainder” term that will turn out to be a zero element of the ultraproduct.
Inserting this into (4.2) we get that
πωpW pξ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ξdqq “ W spξ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ξdq `R,
so if we can check that R is really a zero element then this ends the proof. 
Let us just recall that R comes from the three neglected so far terms arising from tensoring
W pekp0qq . . .W pekpdqq with W pξ0 d ekp0qq . . .W pξd d ekpdqq. It can be written as
R “
˜
m´
d`1
2
dÿ
l“1
pR1,lpmq ` xIξ0|ξlyql´11 R2,lpmq ` ql´10 R3,lpmqq
¸
ω
,
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where:
R1,lpmq “
mÿ
kp0q“1
ÿ
k : rdsÑrms
injective
kplq“kp0q
W pekp0q d . . .d ekpdqq bW ppξ0 d ekp0qq d . . .d pξd d ekpdqqq,
R2,lpmq “
mÿ
kp0q“1
ÿ
k : rdsÑrms
injective
kplq“kp0q
W pekp0qd . . .d ekpdqqbW pξ1d ekp1qqd {W pξl d ekplqqdW pξdd ekpdqq,
and
R3,lpmq “
mÿ
kp0q“1
ÿ
k : rdsÑrms
injective
kplq“kp0q
W pekp1qq . . . {W pekplqq . . .W pekpdqqbW ppξ0dekp0qqd . . .dpξddekpdqqq.
Recall the formulas (4.3) and (4.4). After tensoring the right-hand sides we get four terms,
one of which was already incorporated in the proof of Theorem 4.3. The other three are:
W pekp0q d . . .d ekpdqq bW ppξ0 d ekp0qq d . . .d pξd d ekpdqqq,
ql´11 xIξ0|ξlyW pekp0q d . . .d ekpdqq bW pξ1 d ekp1qq . . . {W pξl d ekplqq . . .W pξd d ekpdqq,
and
ql´10 W pekp1qq . . . {W pekplqq . . .W pekpdqq bW ppξ0 d ekp0qq d . . .d pξd d ekpdqqq.
To obtain R, we just need to take sums over appropriate sets of indices.
We will now examine properties of R. Since q0, q1, and the range of summation over
l is fixed, to show that R is a zero element in the ultraproduct, it suffices to show that
limmÑ8m
´ d`1
2 }Ri,l} “ 0 for any 1 ď i ď 3 and l P rds. We will use Nou’s noncommutative
Khintchine inequality for this (Corollary 2.17), but before that we need to obtain a bound
for the coefficients.
Lemma 4.4. There exists a constant Dpdq ą 0 (depending only on the initial choice of
ξ1, . . . , ξd P HC) such that for all m P N and all k : rds Ñ rms, the following inequalities hold:
}W ppξ0 d ekp0qq d ¨ ¨ ¨ d pξd d ekpdqqq} ď Dpdq
}W pξ1 d ekp1qq . . . {W pξl d ekplqq . . .W pξd d ekpdqq} ď Dpdq
}W pekp1qq . . . {W pekplqq . . .W pekpdqq} ď Dpdq.
Proof. The second and third inequality will follow if we can show that there is a constant
D ą 0 such that }W pξrdekprqq}, }W pekprqq} ď D (independently of r P rds). But the existence
of D follows from the simple fact for any q-Araki-Woods algebra ΓqpHq and ξ P HC, we have
}W pξq}ΓqpHq ď }a˚q pξq} ` }aqpIξq} ď 2p1 ´ |q|q´1{2maxt}ξ}, }Iξ}u. Now consider the first
inequality. By the Khintchine inequality with K “ C (Corollary 2.17), the left-hand side is
bounded by
Cpq1qpd` 1q max
0ďlďd
}p1d´l d IqpR˚d,lppξ0 d ekp0qq d ¨ ¨ ¨ d pξd d ekpdqqqq}.
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Writing the above p1d´l d IqR˚d,k terms as sums of simple tensors, one easily sees that
the corresponding norms are bounded by a constant depending only on d. (Note that the
unboundedness of I plays no role here, as ξ0, . . . , ξd P HC remain fixed.) 
We need one more proposition. In the following, m P N and ξ0, . . . , ξd are fixed as usual.
Let Il denote the set of indices pkp0q, . . . , kpdqq P rmsd`1 that are pairwise distinct except
for the pair pkp0q, kplqq; a generic element of Il will be called i and the corresponding tensor
ekp0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ekpdq will also be denoted by i. We will denote W pekp0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ekpdqq by Wi and
W ppξ0 d ekp0qq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pξd d ekpdqqq by W ξi .
Proposition 4.5. Given any Hilbert space K and any family of operators pAiqiPIl Ă BpKq,
the following inequalities hold.
}
ÿ
Il
Ai bWi} ď Cpdq sup
iPIl
}Ai}m d2
}
ÿ
Il
Ai bW ξi } ď Cpdq sup
iPIl
}Ai}m d2 ,
where Cpdq ą 0 depends only on d and the choice of vectors ξ0, ξ1, . . . , ξd P HC.
Proof. The proofs of both inequalities are essentially the same. We will deal with the first
one; to obtain a proof of the second one has to apply conjugation in some places but since
we are dealing with a fixed number of vectors ξ0, . . . , ξd, the unboundedness of conjugation
does not play any role. By the Khintchine inequality (Corollary 2.17) we need to deal with
max
0ďkďd`1
}
ÿ
Il
Ai bR˚d`1,kpiq},
up to a d-dependent constant.
Since R˚d`1,k is a sum of operators that only permute vectors, and the coefficients of this
sum are summable, we just need to take care of a single term of the form
max
0ďkďd`1
}
ÿ
Il
Ai b σpiqpd`1,kq},
where σ denotes the action of the permutation and the decoration pd ` 1, kq reminds us of
the fact that σpiq is viewed now as an element of Hbpd`1´kqc bh Hbkr . Whatever the σ, the
tensor σpiqd`1,k is always of the form ei0 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d eid´k b eid´k`1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d eid , where for different
indices i and i1 these tensors are different. The key property that we will need is that we
have two orthonormal systems pvsqsPS Ă Hbpd`1´kq and pwjqjPJ Ă Hbk such that for any i P Il
we have σpiqd`1,k “ vsbwj for some s P S and j P J . Therefore we can get rid of the sign σ
and just consider
max
0ďkďd`1
}
ÿ
Il
Ai b ipd`1,kq},
Since we are dealing with tensor powers of H equipped with q-deformed inner products, we
would rather have families pv1sqsPS and pw1jqjPJ that are orthonormal in Hbpd`1´kqq and Hbkq , re-
spectively. To achieve this, we will use the operators defining the q-deformed inner products,
P d`1´kq and P
k
q . Let ξpiqd`1,k be tensors defined by ppP d`1´kq q
1
2 b pP kq q
1
2 qpξpiqd`1,kq “ id`1,k.
Then we can write ξpiqd`1,k “ v1s b w1j for some tensors v1s and w1j coming from orthonor-
mal families in H
bpd`1´kq
q and Hbkq . Since the row/column Hilbert spaces are homogeneous
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operator spaces (and Haagerup tensor product allows tensoring cb maps) we can bound
max0ďkďd`1 }
ř
Il
Aibid`1,k} by max0ďkďd`1 }
ř
Il
Aibξpiqd`1,k}, up to a d-dependent constant
coming from the norms of pP d`1´kq q
1
2 and pP kq q
1
2 . Because we are using the Haagerup tensor
product, we have the following completely isometric isomorphism HcbhKr » KpK,Hq. Under
this identification the tensors ξpiqd`1,k correspond to matrix units in KpHbkq ,Hbpd`1´kqq q. This
means that the operators Ai fill different entries in a large operator matrix. By comparing
the operator norm with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm we get the estimate›››››ÿ
iPIl
Ai bWi
››››› ď Cpdq
˜ÿ
iPIl
}Ai}2
¸ 1
2
ď Cpdq
ˆ
|Il| sup
iPIl
}Ai}2
˙ 1
2
,
which can be further bounded by
Cpdq
ˆ
md sup
iPIl
}Ai}2
˙ 1
2
“ Cpdqm d2 sup
iPIl
}Ai}.

Finally, to conclude that R “ 0 in the ultraproduct, we just observe that each component
Ri,l “ pRi,lpmqqmPN is a a sequence of terms of the form appearing in Proposition 4.5 with
coefficients pAipmqqmPN,iPIl uniformly bounded in i and m by the constant Dpdq from Lemma
4.4, so the norm m´
d`1
2 Ri,lpmq is bounded from above by CpdqDpdqm´ 12 , and hence tends to
zero. This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.3. With this tool at hand, we prove Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let W pξq be a Wick word associated with ξ P Hdd
C
. Then we easily
obtain πωpPnW pξqq “ δn,dW spξq. On the other hand, let us first apply πω to obtain W spξq.
Since, as we already remarked earlier, W pekp1qq . . .W pekpdqq “ W pekp1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ekpdqq, the
operators acted on by the Pn part of the operator pPnbIdqω are exactly of length n. Therefore
pPn b IdqωW spξq “ δn,dW spξq. By linearity, this implies that πω ˝ Pn “ pPn b Idqω ˝ πω on
the algebra of Wick words rΓqpHq. Compressing by the support projection p, we then obtain
Θ ˝ Pn “ ppPn b Idqω ˝ πωp¨qp “ p pPn b Idqωp ˝Θ on rΓqpHq,
where in the second equality we used the fact that p P πωprΓqpHqq1 (see [Nou06, Lemma 4.1]).
Since the desired equality holds on the ultraweakly dense subset rΓqpHq, and all maps under
consideration are normal, equality holds everywhere. 
Let us now furnish a proof of the transference result for radial multipliers.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. From Theorem 4.2 we get that Φ ˝ mϕpxq “ ppmϕ b Idqωp ˝ Φpxq for
any x “ W pξq with ξ P pHCqdd. By linearity we can extend this equality to all x P rΓqpHq. It
follows that we have control on the cb norm of mϕ acting on the norm-closure of finite Wick
words, i.e. on the C˚-algebra AqpHq. Since mϕ is automatically normal (cf. [HR11, Lemma
3.4]), it extends to a normal map on ΓqpHq with the same cb norm, so we get
}mϕ : ΓqpHq Ñ ΓqpHq}cb ď sup
mPN
}mϕ : ΓqpRmq Ñ ΓqpRmq}cb.
Since ΓqpRmq is a subalgebra of ΓqpRm`1q which is the range of a normal faithful trace-
preserving conditional expectation that intertwins the action of mϕ, the sequence of norms
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on the right-hand side is non-decreasing, so
}mϕ : ΓqpHq Ñ ΓqpHq}cb ď lim
mÑ8
}mϕ : ΓqpRmq Ñ ΓqpRmq}cb.
By the same token, this limit is not greater than }mϕ : Γqpℓ2,Rq Ñ Γqpℓ2,Rq}cb. Since the
union of the algebras ΓqpRmq is strongly dense in Γqpℓ2,Rq, the union of the preduals is norm-
dense in the predual of Γqpℓ2,Rq. Therefore the limit of norms is equal to the norm of the
multplier defined on L1pΓqpℓ2,Rqq. By dualising, we get that
lim
mÑ8
}mϕ : ΓqpRmq Ñ ΓqpRmq}cb “ }mϕ : Γqpℓ2,Rq Ñ Γqpℓ2,Rq}cb.

Let us conclude this section with an application to the extension of Theorem 2.20 to
general q-Araki-Woods algebras.
Corollary 4.6. Let ΓqpHq be a q-Araki-Woods algebra. Let Pn be the projection onto Wick
words of length n, defined by PnW pξq “ δn,dW pξq, where ξ P HddC . Then Pn extends to a
completely bounded, normal map on ΓqpHq and }Pn}cb ď Cpqq2pn` 1q2.
Proof. We just observe that Pn “ mϕn, where ϕn is the Kroenecker delta-function ϕnpkq “
δk,n. By Theorems 2.20 and 4.1, we obtain }Pn : ΓqpHq Ñ ΓqpHq}cb ď }Pn : Γqpℓ2,Rq Ñ
Γqpℓ2,Rq}cb ď Cpqq2pn ` 1q2. 
The last section will be devoted to the proof of the complete metric approximation property
for ΓqpHq.
5. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Before proving our main result, we need to recall one more lemma.
Lemma 5.1 ([HR11, Proposition 3.17]). Let H be the Hilbert space constructed from the
pair pHR, pUtqtPRq. Let I be the complex conjugation on HC. Then there exists a net pTiqiPI of
finite-rank contractions on H that satisfy ITiI “ Ti, i.e. preserve HR, and converge strongly
to identity.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We define a net Γn,t,i :“ Γqpe´tTiqQn, where n P N, t ą 0, i P I, the
finite-rank maps Ti come from the previous lemma, and Qn “ P0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Pn “ mχt0,1,...,nu
is the radial multiplier which projects onto Wick words of length at most n. Each Γn,t,i is
a finite rank map on ΓqpHq; indeed, Qn tells us that we have only Wick words of bounded
length and Ti tells us that we can only draw vectors from a finite dimensional Hilbert space,
so we are left with a space of the form ‘nd“0 pCmqbd, which is finite-dimensional. We will
pass to a limit with i Ñ 8, n Ñ 8 and t Ñ 0. The rate of convergences of t and n will
not be independent and will be chosen in a way that assures the convergence }Γn,t,i}cb Ñ 1.
Let us check now that it is possible, using a standard argument of Haagerup (note that
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Γqpe´tqPk “ e´ktPk):
}Γn,t,i}cb “ }Γqpe´tTiqQn}cb
ď }Γqpe´tqQn}cb
ď }Γqpe´tq}cb ` }Γqpe´tqp1´Qnq}cb
ď 1`
ÿ
kąn
e´kt}Pk}cb
ď 1` Cpqq2
ÿ
kąn
e´ktpk ` 1q2.
Since the series
ř
kě0 e
´ktpk ` 1q2is convergent, for any t ą 0 the sum will tend to zero
when n Ñ 8. Therefore we can choose the parameters i, n Ñ 8 and t Ñ 0 such that the
completely bounded norms of the operators Γn,t,i tend to 1. Then the operators
Γn,t,i
}Γn,t,i}cb
are
completely contractive. We have to check that they converge ultraweakly to 1. Since the
denominators converge to 1 and the net is uniformly bounded, it suffices to prove strong
convergence on a linearly dense set. It is very easy to verify that the convergence holds for
finite simple tensors, so this ends the proof. 
Let us state two corollaries of (the proof) of this theorem.
Corollary 5.2. Let H be the Hilbert space constructed from the pair pHR, pUtqtPRq. Consider
the σ-weakly dense C˚-algebra AqpHq Ď ΓqpHq generated by the set tW pξq : ξ P HRu Ă
BpFqpHqq. This C˚-algebra has the complete metric approximation property.
Proof. Consider once again the maps Γn,t,i :“ Γqpe´tTiqQn. The ranges of these maps are
contained in rΓqpHq, the bounds for the norms remain the same, so it suffices to check the
pointwise convergence in norm. Since the maps are uniformly bounded, it suffices to check
the convergence on a linearly dense set, hence we may assume that x “ W pξ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ξkq. If
n is large enough the Qn that appears in the definition of Γn,t,i has no effect on x, so we get
Γn,t,ix´ x “ e´ktW pTiξ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d Tiξkq ´W pξ1 d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ξkq.
This last expression is easily seen to converge to zero in norm as t Ñ 0 and i Ñ 8. This
can be seen either using the Khintchine inequality (Corollary 2.17), or just by expressing
W pξ1d ¨ ¨ ¨ d ξkq as a non-commutative polynomial in aqpξrq’s and a˚q pξrq’s and invoking the
fact that
lim
i
}a˚q pTiξkq ´ a˚q pξkq} “ lim
i
}aqpTiξkq ´ aqpξkq} ď p1´ |q|q´1{2 lim
i
}Tiξk ´ ξk} Ñ 0.

Corollary 5.3. The C˚-algebra AqpHq is QWEP.
Proof. We will show that AqpHq is weakly cp complemented in the von Neumann algebra
ΓqpHq, meaning that there exists a ucp map Φ : ΓqpHq Ñ pAqpHqq˚˚ such that Φ|AqpHq “ Id.
Let pΦiqiPI be the net of maps implementing at the same time the w˚-complete metric
approximation property of ΓqpHq and the complete metric approximation property of AqpHq.
Using this net, we get maps Φi : ΓqpHq Ñ pAqpHqq˚˚, as Φi maps ΓqpHq into AqpHq. There
exists a cluster point of this net in the point-weak˚-topology and this cluster point is obviously
a ucp map that is equal to identity, when restricted to AqpHq, because the net pΦiqiPI
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converges pointwise to identity on AqpHq. Since all q-Araki-Woods algebras are QWEP (cf.
[Nou06]) and this property descends to subalgebras that are weakly cp complemented (cf.
[Oza04, Proposition 4.1 (ii)]), we get the claimed result. 
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